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Outline 

1.  Seismic wavelet analysis 
2.  Depth conversion model 
3.  Multiple noise removal 
4.  Seismic data to porosity estimation 
5.  Correlation of microseismic events 

with seismic attributes 
6.  Wavelet analyses and comparisons 

―  Original vs. 2011 merged seismic 
―  Baseline2 vertical seismic profile 

(VSP) tie vs. 2011 merged seismic 
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Findings 

● Geology across IBDP area is very consistent.  
● Checkshot for CCS1 is not entirely reliable.   
● Multiple noise from pegleg reflections - major problem affecting target 

zones.  Attenuation (using model based program) was recommended.  
●  Interesting correlations found between curvature attribute and 

microseismic events. 
● Phase differences revealed 

― Baseline2 VSP and original seismic is 180dg  
― 2011 merged seismic is -90dg  
due to a statistical zero phase filter that was applied after the merge step. 
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Seismic Wavelet & Phase Analyses 

● Checkshot Quality Control (QC) 
● 2011 Merged Seismic 
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Sonic Logs  vs.  Checkshots  
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VW2 Checkshot 
Mirrors Sonic Logs, 
CCS1 Does Not! 

3 wells 
 
 

2 checkshots 
 



Synthetic Tie – Wavelet Analyses   
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3 Wells - 3  Similar Wavelets 

Seis. Synthetic Seis. VW2 
RC 



Velocity Model   
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● Used to convert time domain data (seismic)  
to depth  



Select Surfaces - Based on Velocity Units and Map-ability 
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Creating Velocity Model 

Iterative steps to refine surfaces:  
●  Interpret horizon 
●  Interpolate horizon/create surfaces 
●  Edit horizon 
●  Smooth surface 
 
Shift time surfaces to tie wells approximately 
●  Use well section window for QC 
●  Improved velocity results in the velocity model tests 
 
Residual time correction to tie wells 
●  Use Make/edit surface 
●  Also improved model velocity results 
 
Residual depth correction to tie wells 

interpret 

interpolate 

edit 

smooth 
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Velocity Model QC – Red Curve, Track 3 

(Velocity model Aug-20 2013_ds  with–well-adj.) 
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Multiple Noise Removal   
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Why do we Think Multiple Noise Exists  
in the ADM3D_2011 Seismic Data? 

Strong reflectors  
(also multiple generators) 
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Seismic character is very 
different from predicted 
(synthetic) in zones of 
interest (ZOI) 

Sonic log (CSON) shows 
velocity inversion in lower 
ZOI indicating greater 
potential for multiple 
contamination in stacked 
seismic data 

ZOI 
Knox 

ZOI 
Mt. Simon 

RC Seis. 
Synthetic 

Seis. VW2 



Seismic - Before and After Multiple Attenuation  
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Zero Phase Data  

Logs:  AI 

(Zero Phase Data)  
Multiple Attenuation 
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low 
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Seismic Inversion 
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Well Data used to Define Transforms 

17 Acoustic Impedance (gm.ft/cc.s) 

Mt. Simon (sandstone) transform 

Knox(dolomite) transform Dolomite porosity  
is valid only to ~12% 
 
Secondary porosities 
(vugs, karsts, fractures)  
are not easily detected 
with acoustic energy. 

All sandstone porosity is valid  
 
Homogeneous population distribution 

Data density 

Acoustic  Impedance (gm.ft/cc.s) 

Data density 

Acoustic Impedance: 
AI = velocity x density 



Acoustic Impedance used for Porosity Volumes 
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Acoustic Impedance  (Velocity * Density)  Porosity 

Different lithologies in this interval 
Porosities are uncalibrated 

Dolomite 

Sandstone 

Knox 

Mt. Simon 

AI Logs Total Porosity Logs 



Correlation – Microseismic 
with Curvature Attribute 
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Random Line Through CCS1 

NW SE 2011 Merged Seismic (Raw) 

Curvature attribute 
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Curvature Attribute – Surface Extractions 
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Pre-Mt. Simon 
 

30ms below Pre-Cambrian  
 



CCS2 

Curvature Attribute with Microseismic Events 

Pre-Mt. Simon 
  (Microseismic events) 

30ms below Pre-Cambrian  
  (Microseismic events) 
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More Wavelet/Phase Analyses 

● Original vs. 2011 Merged Seismic 
● VSP Tie with the Seismic 
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Wavelet Analyses 
 

~180deg ~90deg 

Seis. 
Synthetic 

Seis. RC Seis. 
Synthetic 

Seis. RC 
       Original Enhanced stack                                                                2011 Merged Enhanced stack       



Original and Merged Seismic  
Zero Phasing Makes Good Character Match  
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Merged 
Merged 

Pre Mt.Simon surface 

Zero phased 



B2 (2013) VSP, Inline 7376 Enhanced Stack 2011 
VSP shifted 700’, phase rotated -90 degrees, converted to time  
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geophones 

Strong reflections are 
expected  at  both 

St. Peter and Shakopee 

Wavelet ~180deg 

Dominant F. ~20Hz, 
Up to 72hz 

Seismic 
frequency 

loss 



Summary 

1.  Seismic data provides very useful information about changes in strata away from well 
control. 

2.  Depth conversion velocity model is complete and is used to convert time domain data 
to depth. 

3.  CCS1 checkshot was not reliable and was not used for calibrations.   
4.  Multiples from pegleg reflections are a major problem in this area affecting target 

zones - Knox and Mt. Simon.   Interbed Multiple Prediction (IMP) algorithm was used 
to attenuate the multiple noise, and then this volume was input to the inversion and 
porosity estimation.  

5.  Porosities from post stack seismic inversion were estimated and used as input  
to reservoir models. 

6.  Interesting correlations are found between curvature attribute and microseismic 
events.  This attribute needs further investigation as a technique for predicting relative 
chance  
of microseismic events in future locations. 

7.  Phase of Baseline2 VSP and original seismic is 180dg, while 2011 merged seismic is 
-90dg 
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